Quality communication

A solid IT system has become essential to succeed in the global economy. When setting up a new office or expanding an existing one in emerging Asia many companies find themselves in an awkward situation: hiring dedicated IT personnel to its Asian payroll may not be cost-effective, yet IT support back home may lack the local expertise necessary to address needs which do exist.

Having a proactive strategy and knowing the pain points in advance can help companies avoid unnecessary interruptions and increased operating costs.

Avoiding IT headaches

Security

Asia’s rapid digital growth has left many countries overexposed to cyberattacks. Attracted to the combination of growing markets and weak digital security, hackers have begun targeting both government organizations and private businesses. Companies should perform regular security audits to minimize vulnerability to digital attacks.

Downtime

Every year, companies around the world lose billions of dollars to IT downtime through loss of productivity and business interruptions. In Asia, where existing infrastructure and connectivity struggle to meet global standards, the risk of downtime becomes an even more pressing concern. Businesses should ensure they have access to fast and reliable IT support, offered both remotely and on-site.

Integration

A well-planned IT system helps a business communicate and operate faster and more efficiently. However, when IT systems are not properly integrated within existing business processes, what is designed to make operations quicker can actually slow them down. Companies should ensure that new IT is compatible with internal systems already in place to improve productivity and customer engagement.

How we can help

• Office Setup
• Internet, Network System & Server Setup
• PABX / Conference System Setup Service
• System Monitoring
• Proactive Management
• IT Asset Administration
• Project Management
• System Design, Optimization and Troubleshooting
• Hardware & Software Purchasing
• Domain & Internet Content Provider (ICP) Registration
• IT Audit
• IT Help Desk

Why Dezan Shira & Associates

Dezan Shira & Associates combines technological proficiency and local knowledge in advising and assisting clients with IT systems in Asia. The practice has a dedicated IT team that is experienced in providing cost-effective solutions for traditional IT infrastructure, Cloud computing applications, and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Our team is able to tailor its services to a wide range of business goals after further consultation.